
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Several companies find themselves comparing NetWatcher to AlienVault during the sales process.  This paper is meant to 

outline some of the similarities and differences.   The biggest difference between the two companies is that NetWatcher is 

a service where AlienVault is primarily a product so at the end of the day it is comparing Apples and Oranges.  However, 

we know that customers are faced with this choice — Managed Detection and Response with NetWatcher or buying a 

platform like AlienVault. 

 

Did you ever hear the saying “Fast, good or affordable? Pick two.” Known as the Project Management Triangle.   I don’t 

think it applies here–In this case I think you can have all 3.…. 

 

What is NetWatcher? 
NetWatcher is a Security-as-a-Service platform that enables customers to have a cost-effective 24 x 7 security 

service monitoring their networks for vulnerabilities and exploits. Many government and industry compliance requirements, 

and security best practices, outline the need for continuous monitoring, intrusion detection, active scanning, log 

monitoring, net-flow analysis, event management and endpoint integration. NetWatcher enables customers to 

immediately deploy these services and take advantage of a fully-staffed Security Operations Center (SOC). This means 

superior security that is easy to use, accurate and affordable. 

 

What is AlienVault USM? 
AlienVault offers a paid security platform, called Unified Security Management, that integrates threat detection, incident 

response, and compliance management into one solution. Threat applications are offered via hardware, virtual machines 

and as a cloud service. (from here). 

®

™

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/AlienVault
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AlienVault versus NetWatcher – Pricing  
(NetWatcher is AFFORDABLE and no security analysts required) 

 
AlienVault’s pricing is on their Website but you can also find it here and here.  The big deal here is not the pricing of 

the platform (as both are comparable in price) but the price of the user of the platform.  Many mid-market companies 

do not have security engineers and the AlienVault tool really requires this level of engineering proficiency–hence a 

dilemma.   NetWatcher does not require you to have a team of very expensive security analysts (>100k/year) 

because we do the heavy lifting for you in our Security Operations Center (SOC). Which brings me to points ‘setup’ 

and ‘ease of use’ below.   Also, keep in mind that buying software is a CAPEX versus OPEX event –your CFO will 

be happier. 

 

“(ISC)2, a provider of education products, career services, and credentials to IT security pros, 

estimates that by 2019 there will be a need for 6 million security professionals, but only 4.5 million 

will have the necessary qualifications for those jobs. The burgeoning growth of demand for 

security pros has transformed the career path from a narrow field to a broad one.” -TechBeacon 

 

 

AlienVault versus NetWatcher – Setup  
(NetWatcher is FAST & EASY to Setup) 

 
The AlienVault tool requires you to really understand Linux and systems administration.  You can see it right in their 

247 page deployment guide --it’s hard to setup.   They offer some great ‘paid’ training that is quite pricey if you want 

to help turn your IT engineer into a Security Analyst.   In contrast the NetWatcher appliance (or Virtual Machine) is 

very easy to setup — just create a mirror port on your router or switch and hook us into it… If you want to install the 

NetAgent on endpoints you can but it’s not required (but recommended) and you can also point all your SYSLOGs 

to the sensor as well for ingestion and advanced correlation. 

 

AlienVault versus NetWatcher – Ease of Use  
(NetWatcher is FAST) 

 

This is where things bifurcate.   If you are in IT and have no advanced security expertise AlienVault is a stretch and is 

really going to require you to either hire a person that is qualified to use it, learn it yourself by going to training and 

dedicating a lot of time to understanding security or hiring a third party MSP or MSSP to manage it for you.    

 

http://netwatcher.com/
https://www.alienvault.com/products/usm-appliance/pricing
https://www.corporatearmor.com/product_info.php?cPath=213_1963_1949&products_id=15485
http://www.dlt.com/sites/default/files/sr/contracts/TXPricelist%2012.13.16.pdf
http://www.investopedia.com/ask/answers/020915/what-difference-between-capex-and-opex.asp
http://www.ft.com/cms/s/0/4cabd0fe-8940-11e5-90de-f44762bf9896.html
http://www.infosecurity-magazine.com/opinions/cyber-security-skills-gap-in/
http://www.infosecurity-magazine.com/opinions/cyber-security-skills-gap-in/
https://techbeacon.com/coming-security-talent-crunch-enterprise-it-survival-guide
https://www.alienvault.com/documentation/resources/pdf/usm-appliance-deployment-guide.pdf
https://support.netwatcher.com/hc/en-us/articles/230665127-Getting-Started-with-the-NetWatcher-Endpoint-Enterprise-Version-
https://support.netwatcher.com/hc/en-us/articles/230665127-Getting-Started-with-the-NetWatcher-Endpoint-Enterprise-Version-
https://support.netwatcher.com/hc/en-us/articles/226550767-Customer-Portal-Overview-SIEM-How-to-send-syslog-data-to-NetWatcher-Sensor
https://support.netwatcher.com/hc/en-us/articles/226550767-Customer-Portal-Overview-SIEM-How-to-send-syslog-data-to-NetWatcher-Sensor
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As an example, will your IT guys know what to do with any of these Alarms? 

 

 

 

And what is the value of any of these widgets on the AlienVault dashboard?   Do your IT guys know what to do with 

SIEM Top 10 Event Categories?   It looks good but what value is it? 

 

 

 

http://netwatcher.com/
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If you use NetWatcher you get a real time Security Health Score — what’s at risk now! …and a Cyber Promiscuity 

Score (CPS) –what’s my probability of attack in the future.   Not only that, if you load the NetWatcher netagent on the 

endpoints you can get these scores for each endpoint in the organization. 

 

 
 

Know exactly what needs fixed and your probability of attack and what asset in your 

organization is most likely to cause you an issue. 

 

 

AlienVault versus NetWatcher – Usefulness of Information 
(NetWatcher is GREAT) 
 

If you are a security analyst the AlienVault information is useful and understandable.   However, in contrast the 

NetWatcher information is very clear and concise and we only tell you about an Alarm once and age it over a two-

week period whereas AlienVault tells you about the Alarm over and over and over and over….  Just in the demo they 

have online there are over 1000 open Alarms mostly for the same issues.   If you want event fatigue you will get it 

with AlienVault. 

http://netwatcher.com/
https://netwatcher.com/pr-netwatcher-offers-free-cyber-promiscuity-score/
https://netwatcher.com/pr-netwatcher-offers-free-cyber-promiscuity-score/
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In contrast, with NetWatcher you have Easy to understand Alarms with Easy to understand remediation guidance. 

 

 
 

http://netwatcher.com/
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AlienVault versus NetWatcher – Usefulness to Security Analysts 
(NetWatcher is GREAT for Security Analysts Too) 
 

Both the AlienVault tool and the NetWatcher service are great for security analysts.   You can get at all the same data 

but the NetWatcher interface is just a lot easier to use.   With NetWatcher you can also easily setup tripwires to alert 

you via SMS or email if that bad actor you have been looking for has been poking around.   But–it’s important for me 

to point out here–there is a team of Security Analysts in the NetWatcher Secure Operations Center (SOC) doing this 

for you…. 

 

 

 

http://netwatcher.com/
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AlienVault versus NetWatcher – Usefulness to the Managed 

Services Provider ‘MSP’  
(NetWatcher is GREAT) 

 

This is where the NetWatcher tool really shines.   Most MSPs customers can’t afford an MSP’s service fees once they 

invest in AlienVault or tools like it.   However, with NetWatcher the MSP does not have to pay any money until they 

sign a customer and make money and start the service.  NetWatcher is the MSP’s tier II support and their 

SOC.   NetWatcher analysts teach the MSP how to become a great MSSP along the way and there is no outlay of 

cash up front. 

 
 

  

http://netwatcher.com/
https://netwatcher.com/nwcontent/uploads/2017/01/Slide8-1.png
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AlienVault versus NetWatcher – Overall Comparison  
(FAST, GOOD and AFFORDABLE) 

 

 

  

Oh yea… there is this other cool little feature we should tell you about with NetWatcher… it’s our Sensor-in-the-

Cloud.  If you don’t want to deploy a sensor locally you don’t have to… your endpoints can use our Sensor-in-the-

Cloud option.  This is also great to turn on for endpoints that are on the network sometimes and off others (mobile 

workers).  You want to know if your CXO let their kids play Minecraft and download unsafe JAR files on their corporate 

laptop while they were on vacation long before that asset ever hits the corp net… 

So I think you can have all three with NetWatcher-Fast, Good and AFFORDABLE! 

 

 

 
  

http://netwatcher.com/
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http://netwatcher.com/
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Monitoring for Exploits 
 

NetWatcher will immediately warn you of an exploit via email, text message or via reports (depending on how 

you configure alerting).  The service will explain the issue to you in easy to understand language, tell you what 

asset has been exploited, how serious the issue is and what to do about the issue. 

 

 

 

Monitoring your Security Hygiene 
 

What is security hygiene? It is essentially how well you are managing your network security and the activities your 

employees are doing on a day to day basis that may compromise the security of your network, opening your 

company/agency up to exploit. 

 

Most exploits occur due to non-malicious users letting bad actors into the enterprise unknowingly… The security 

industry calls this the Unintentional Insider Threat problem (more here). 

 

Some examples are: 
 

 Employees running old vulnerable software such as Flash or Java versions that are littered with exploitable 

 problems. (here is a good article on what the FTC thinks of Java).  Here is another example how an old 

version of Flash might exploit the enterprise. 

 Employees running risky software such as BitTorrent and Tor. 

 Employees sending Personally Identifiable Information (PII) data such as passwords or credit card numbers over 

the internet in clear text. 

http://netwatcher.com/
http://www.sei.cmu.edu/reports/13tn022.pdf
http://www.bankinfosecurity.com/blogs/nuke-old-java-ftc-tells-oracle-p-2014
http://bits.blogs.nytimes.com/2015/08/03/hackers-exploit-flash-vulnerability-in-yahoo-ads/?_r=0
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 Employees going to nefarious websites. Employees clicking on phishing messages. 

 

  

 

 
 

With NetWatcher each week by default (configurable) all users get an email with the security posture of the 

network. The email has the widget, seen in figure 1, that provides you a score (out of 100, normalized over the number 

of assets on the network), and how many violations have resulted in open alarms, of various priorities, over the last 2 

weeks. Executives like this email because it can tell them very quickly if their score is going up or down and what is 

driving the score in one direction or the other. They can also click on each item in the grid to see the exact issue and what 

user/asset on the network is causing the potential risk. 

 
  

 

If you navigate over to 
the NetWatcher 
dashboard you can also 
install many widgets like 
the two you see in figure 
2 related to the number 
of users running risky 
software or vulnerable 
software. 

http://netwatcher.com/
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It’s important to deal with these hygiene issues as they arise. You can either: 
 

1. Upgrade the software if necessary 

2. Remove the software if it is too risky 

3.  Train the user on why the activity or software they are using exposes them and the company to exploit 

4.  Update employee policy documents to include what a user can and cannot do on the network 

5. Block the software at the firewall/router &/or use web gateways to block the users for visiting bad sites &/or 

use email phishing services to force users to be smart about what they are clicking 

 

You also want to keep an eye on what’s getting through your firewall, especially from countries like Iran, China and Russia. 

With NetWatcher, one of the widgets we provide is to show you all the countries that have triggered anomalous 

events once they made it through the firewall. If you click on any country in the widget in figure 3 you will be taken to 

the corresponding events and can review all the detail including downloading the ‘pcap’ or look at related events by the 

hour or day that occurred on the same asset allowing you to see if the bad actor may be migrating. 

 

You can even set “Trip Wires”  

to send you an SMS message if  

one of these events (or any  

other event for that matter)  

occurs. 

 

For example, here is a SMS trip  

wire set for any event from  

China, Iran or Russia. 

http://netwatcher.com/
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With all of these Security Hygiene items it is up to you to determine if they are normal and safe or do you need to 

blacklist IP addresses or entire countries at the firewall/router so they can never enter the organization. Do your users 

do business in those countries? Do your users do business with the organizations that own the IP address of those 

scanning you? These are just a couple of the questions you will need to ask to determine the steps you need to take to 

take the action necessary to increase your organizations security posture. 

 

Your Network Cyber Promiscuity Score™ 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

The Cyber Promiscuity 
Score (CPS) helps 
customers understand 
how much the activity 
going on in the 
organization exposes them 
to future compromise. 

http://netwatcher.com/
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You will also see that each Alarm has a severity for both Health and Promiscuity Score: 

 

 

The Variables that drive the Cyber Promiscuity Score are: 

 Length of time alarms are open 

 Percent of corporate assets with open alarms 

 Promiscuity Rating of the alarms 

 

Now managers in the organization can quickly see (real time) how much risk they have of a serious cyber security 

exploit. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://netwatcher.com/
https://netwatcher.com/nwcontent/uploads/2016/11/5.png
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The NetWatcher Cloud Endpoint 
 

 

 

Managers in the organization can also see where the risk is coming from in their organization because this new Cyber 

Promiscuity Score and Cyber Health Score is also applied to each asset in the organization that is running the 

NetWatcher Cloud Endpoint service. 

 

The NetWatcher Cloud Endpoint has modules that you can load for different functions.   The HIDS module enables 

file integrity monitoring, root-check, and process monitoring. 
 

The LOGS module sends the endpoint’s logs to the sensor for correlation.   This is especially handy for server logs. 

The NetWatcher Sensor-in-the-Cloud module provides a secure Virtual Private Network (VPN) and utilizes a cloud 
sensor when the user is not on the corporate network 

http://netwatcher.com/
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Security Information and Event Management (SIEM) 
 

NetWatcher also operates as a SIEM where it gathers both logs from endpoints as well as SYSLOGs that 

are pointed to it.   The sensor uses these logs for anomaly purposes and report them to the cloud service 

for advanced correlation over time. 

 

 

 

 

Users can do report on anomalous behavior pre (events) or post (alarms) correlation and set tripwires 

that can be valuable for noticing unique behavior as soon as it occurs.  
 

 

http://netwatcher.com/
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We hope you enjoy the NetWatcher service.  We’ve designed the service to be useful for managers, help desk techs 

and for advanced security analysts.   We’ve tried to make the User Interface (UI) intuitive and easy to use as well as 

powerful.   If you have any questions don’t hesitate to contact us at info@netwatcher.com  

 

Follow us on Twitter @netwatcher. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://netwatcher.com 
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